Scalability

Deploy/Purchase According to Your Unique Needs
No other VDI solution offers more scalability and flexibility than iPro IT's V3 appliance and
delivery mechanism.
Most VDI offerings are scalable but they come at a price, both financially and in terms of
resources. A typical VDI requires a complex matrix of servers that demand a lot for your IT
resources in terms of maintenance, hardware costs, and - perhaps most importantly - they
deliver an inferior end user experience in terms of latency and accessibility.

SCALABILITY

iPro IT offers a superior solution. Because our V3 VDI solution density and performance are so
high, deployments result in lower sprawl with efficient machines that “drop in” to scale either
upward or outward, depending upon your organization's specific needs and objectives. If your
operations are generally centralized you can easily scale up to accommodate growth and
changing demands for processing power. Or, if your organization and staff are spread across
multiple locations, you can simply scale out to obtain the same award-winning end-user
experience.

SPEED

SIMPLICITY

Start with as little as 25 virtual desktops and scale upward or outward without compromising
V3’s Performance. Add more users as you need them without unnecessary costs or unreasonable
demands on your finite IT resources.

SECURITY

iPro's V3 scalability advantages include:
• Easily able to accommodate additional users
• Scale up or out in a short amount of time
• Low strain on IT resources

TCO / ROI
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When you consider iPro IT's advantages in speed, simplicity, scalability along with our low total cost of ownership,
there's really no reason to delay boasting your organization's productivity. Contact us today to discover how our
solid, reliable, and proven V3 technology can work for you.
800-736-2738
www.ipro-inc.com
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